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Abstract
According to 2008 development statistics maintained by the Indian government approximately 40% of
rural and urban communities in India have access to sustainable sanitation facilities. This low percentage
sanitation coverage demonstrates the challenges involved in overcoming sanitation problems, especially
in rural communities, and highlights the need for building sanitation and health awareness throughout
the country.
Building awareness on health, water, and sanitation issues within Indian rural communities is a
challenge on a number of different levels; extending from the difficult environmental/weather conditions
to working within the boundaries of religious and social traditions, and customs. It is critical to change
the insanitary habits that are practiced by families using a systematic and multidimensional approach. In
addition to the problem of insanitary practices is the ignorance of the corresponding health issues. As a
result, the key to introducing change within a community involves formal and informal exchange of
knowledge between village leaders, teachers, mothers, and children. Our goal is to unite these different
groups of people and create communication that will yield in an increase in awareness of healthy
sanitation practices.
The field of sanitation is not limited to the disposal of human excreta by implementing various sanitation
technologies. The Central Rural Sanitation Programme has updated this definition to include “liquid and
solid waste disposal, food hygiene, personal hygiene, domestic as well as environmental hygiene in the
context of health improvement, school and home sanitation, and safe water and garbage disposal.” This
paper discusses an innovative approach to rural health, water, and sanitation education: a mobile
education and awareness bus.
Initiated at the Environmental Sanitation Institute, the Nandini Service on Wheels project was
established in January 2006 in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, through the generous donation of Late Ms. Kamla
Chowdhry. The goal was to increase awareness on health and sanitation issues throughout rural Gujarat.
Nandini Service on Wheels is professionally designed to house audio-visual and interactive exhibitions
that can aid in teaching rural communities the necessary basics of good sanitation, clean water, and
health prevention. With the capability to house and provide sleeping and bath facilities for ~7 staff
members and volunteers, the bus provides flexibility to make visits to multiple locations (or districts).
This paper discusses the challenges and successes faced during the design, construction, and deployment
of Nandini. The lessons learnt in this project will be discussed in depth to provide suggestions to other
volunteers, social workers, and organizations that seek to implement rural education programs, rural
service initiatives, and sanitation and health curriculums in the most effective manner.
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1.0 Introduction to Sanitation
“He who is truly clean within, cannot remain unclean without.”
M. K. Gandhi - Bap-ke-Ashirvad: January 22, 1945
Sanitation is considered an unglamorous field in social development work but it impacts lives in every
community. Mohandas Gandhi, leader of India’s freedom movement, recognized the need for improved
sanitation facilities, and made it his personal mission to effect change and build awareness for the
upliftment of the “untouchable” social class in India. One of the first to recognize the connection
between improved sanitation and the improvement of the lives of the poorest communities, Gandhi
emphasized the need for personal maintenance of toilets and the removal of dry toilets that require
manual cleaning. As a result, all inmates of Gandhi’s ashram in Ahmedabad, Gujarat were required to
clean their own toilets - a simple, yet powerful, act that removed the shame and degradation associated
with the task. In continuing his work, the Gujarat Harijan Sevak Sangh and Safai
Vidhyalaya/Environmental Sanitation Institute (ESI) were established to improve the social standings of
the disenfranchised classes in India. Appendix A provides more information regarding the NGO that
supported the work documented here.
The issues relating to water, sanitation and personal health are interconnected. Individual health, in both
rural and urban communities, are closely linked to proper sanitation, access to clean drinking water, and
health prevention measures in those same communities. The Indian government sanitation program
guidelines state that, “Consumption of unsafe drinking water, improper disposal of human excreta, poor
environmental sanitation, and lack of personal and food hygiene are primary causes of diseases in
developing countries. And India is no exception.” In a recent study by UNICEF, approximately 80% of
hospitalizations in rural communities are due to the lack of unsafe drinking water and poor sanitation. In
many developing countries, the higher rate of infant mortality may also partially be attributable to poor
sanitation. In addition to the significant health issues related to poor sanitation, the social stigma
associated with the manual cleaning of dry toilets continues to impact rural communities. Gandhi,
recognizing that many members of the “untouchable” and poorest classes were delegated the most
unsanitary, yet critical, jobs of cleaning dry toilets, removing trash, and maintaining public spaces, made
it his mission to improve personal sanitation to combat these social distinctions. He believed that by
encouraging personal sanitation and hygiene, not only will community health improve, but lower social
classes will be empowered to break away from traditional roles, practices, and stigmas.
Facing this health crisis in India, the central government began the Central Rural Sanitation Programme
in 1986 with the stated objective of “improving the quality of life of rural communities, providing
privacy and dignity to women, preventing common diseases such as malaria and typhoid that spread
from insanitary conditions, and removing the social stigma and casteism associated with sanitation.”
Despite enforcement of an 80% subsidy for latrine construction costs to communities belonging to
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, and the economically backward, and a 50% subsidy to the people
of the general category, the progress of the program continues to be very poor. The following Tables 1
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and 2, as maintained by the Central and State governments of India, reveal the continuing problems with
regards to sanitation.
Table 1 discusses the overall sanitation levels of Indian households and schools throughout the country.
The percent overall coverage of toilets in India continues to be very low, highlighting the ongoing
problems with achieving complete sanitation coverage in the country. The reason why below poverty
line (BPL) families tend to have larger percentage coverage is attributable to toilet construction
government programs and schemes to construct toilets targeted at BPL families. There are also similar
initiatives for constructing toilets in schools; therefore, there is higher percentage coverage for these
projects, as noted in Table 1.
Latrine Statistics in India
Data as of July 11, 2008
PROJECT PERFORMANCE
Number of Latrines for Below Poverty
25335961
Line Families
Number of Latrines for Above Poverty
20008898
Line Families
Total
45344859
School Toilets
643650
Toilets for Balwadis

208705

%
Coverage
43.49
33.02
38.15
54.68
49.33

Table 1: Latrine Statistics in India

Similar to Table 1, Table 2 describes the latrine coverage specifically in the state of Gujarat. Overall,
due to successful government intervention and larger roles of non-governmental organizations in
sanitation, toilet coverage tends to be much higher than the national averages. The Environmental
Sanitation Institute (ESI) continues to play a critical role in toilet construction throughout the state of
Gujarat and is responsible for building hundreds of thousands of toilets in homes and schools.
Latrine Statistics in Gujarat
Data as of July 11, 2008
PROJECT PERFORMANCE
% Coverage
Number of Latrines for Below Poverty
Line Families
Number of Latrines for Above Poverty
Line Families
Total

1002383

48.42

1089546

55.31

2091929

51.78

School Toilets

20665

92.15

Toilets for Balwadis

18891

83.94

Table 2: Latrine Statistics in Gujarat

Data in Tables 1 and 2 proves that government subsidies alone cannot accelerate the program of
construction of toilet in rural areas. A comprehensive Baseline Survey on Knowledge, Attitudes and
Practices in rural water supply and sanitation was conducted during 1996-97, under the direction of the
7
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Indian Institute of Mass Communication, to determine reasons for the poor performance of the Central
Rural Sanitation Programme. The survey showed that 55% of private latrine holders were selfmotivated. Only 2% of the respondents claimed the existence of subsidy as the major motivating factor,
while 54% claimed to have gone in for sanitary latrines for convenience and privacy. The study also
showed that 51% of the respondents were willing to spend up to Rs.1000/- to acquire sanitary toilets.
While it is important to develop toilet infrastructure, as encouraged through government and social
sector programs, the communication of water, health, and sanitation issues must be a critical component
of rural development activities. These education activities generate an organic demand for sanitary
facilities within communities. To generate this demand, organization of targeted programs for different
age groups and communities is necessary to popularize new ideas and concepts in an effective and
sustained manner. This project, therefore, taps the potential of community members as the most
persuasive advocates of good sanitation practices in their own households, schools, and community.
Currently, government initiatives such as the Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) and Nirmal Gram
programs are underway. The TSC program is a government-run program to improve the overall
sanitation of the country through education of rural communities, leaders, and government officials. The
Nirmal Gram, or clean village, program run by the central government, seeks to identify and reward,
through both monetary compensation and bragging rights, villages that have passed a rigorous
examination of sanitation, water, and health facilities. The Nirmal Gram title provides an incentive to
village leaders to achieve this status, thus creating a sense of pride for the village community. Moreover,
the financial reward, generally lakhs of Rupees, is often used to fund large scale projects in the village
community.
Although these programs have experienced varying degrees of success, they do not serve as a complete
solution for rural sanitation and health education. The TSC program helps to educate change makers of
existing issues in sanitation and health, yet changing behavior and attitude towards sanitation and health
issues in rural communities continues to be difficult. The Nirmal Gram program has had some successes
but is unsustainable; many winning villages often revert to unsanitary practices. As a result, a lasting
solution is necessary that not only educates rural communities on the need for sanitary practices, but
does so in a sustainable way. The Nandini project discussed in this report is an attempt to address some of
these needs and counter deficiencies in existing social initiatives.

1.1 Donation to Environmental Sanitation Institute
In January 2006, an eminent ecologist named Kamla Chowdhry passed away. Her work on issues
including social development, ecology, and rural sanitation lives on. Chowdhry looked to Gandhi for
guidance and inspiration as she tackled difficult social issues around the world. As a Gandhian, she
captured the spirit of Gandhi and encouraged people to incorporate his teachings into their everyday life.
It is with her support that ESI began the Nandini Service on Wheels initiative, the focus of this paper.
Through Chowdhry’s donation, ESI funded this micro-grassroots program for sanitation education in
rural communities.
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Chowdhry felt that health and hygiene practices of rural communities should be improved through
grassroots based social development. Her interest in promoting grassroots work was a significant
impetus for this project. One essential, yet commonly overlooked, component for improving rural
quality of life is accelerating sanitation coverage in rural areas by creating awareness and thus a demand
for improved sanitation facilities. The Nandini Service on Wheels initiative was begun to disseminate
comprehensive information about sanitation and health.
The field of sanitation is not limited to the disposal of human excreta through various sanitation
technologies. The Central Rural Sanitation Programme has updated this definition to include “liquid and
solid waste disposal, food hygiene, personal hygiene, domestic as well as environmental hygiene in the
context of health improvement, school and home sanitation, and safe water and garbage disposal.” The
Nandini Service on Wheels project takes into account all of these varied aspects of sanitation and health
education in its grassroots activities and curricula. A custom-built bus, Nandini, is professionally
designed, and houses more than four staff members and volunteers. With sleeping and bath facilities, the
bus provides the flexibility to visit any region at any time, regardless of available rural infrastructure. A
state of the art multimedia installation, run on an internal battery system, also allows for media rich
educational programs in even the remotest parts of Gujarat. Nandini, in Sanskrit, translates to “the joy of
togetherness,” a mantra that Nandini staff and volunteers live by during their periods of service, and try
to instill in the communities that they visit.

2.0 Phase 1: Designing Nandini Service on Wheels bus
At the start of the Indicorps Fellowship and the Nandini Service on Wheels project with ESI in
September 2007, the initial design of the bus had already been completed and the chassis and basic
vehicle body had been built. However, the construction of the interior furniture, audio and visual system,
and many other features remained to be designed and installed. Although not in direct correspondence
with the original project description, it proved to be an amazing opportunity to guide the direction of the
project to completion.
Many questions had to be answered with regards to the basic interior design, which affects how the bus
is used in the field and to what extent. Key to finding these answers was to first identify what the
primary objectives of the Nandini bus were as it visited rural communities in Gujarat. The following list
of objectives, in no particular order, was developed in collaboration with ESI, social workers, and other
rural development experts who brainstormed strategies to implement and utilize the Nandini bus.

2.1 Project Objectives
•
•
•

To educate rural communities and generate felt demand for sanitation and health facilities
through sanitation and health education
To train NGOs, rural communities, school teachers and children on water, sanitation, health and
hygiene through the use of interactive media and presentations
To accelerate sanitation coverage in rural areas and educate rural communities about various
schemes of sanitation, drinking water, and health programs of state and central government
9
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•
•
•

To empower lower social classes and eradicate caste practices through programs that are relevant
to all social classes
To encourage cost effective and appropriate technologies in sanitation, clean water, and health
prevention
To provide opportunity for sharing experiences in maintenance of safe drinking water and
environmental sanitation between volunteers, staff, and other social workers

This list of objectives helped design the bus and all of its corresponding educational pieces. With
regards to practical questions for the interior design elements, the following issues were considered:
1. What basic living facilities should be included in the bus so as to provide convenience to
volunteers while also maintaining Gandhian simplicity?
2. How should the audio and visual systems be incorporated into the bus while taking into account
tough environmental/weather conditions, maximizing audience visibility, and providing
interactive and flexible programs?
3. How can the bus be rugged enough to ensure durability in rural areas where access to mechanics
would be limited or non-existent?
4. What kind of flexibility do we have to hold various programs including medical camps, donation
programs, volunteer service programs, and other service oriented programs?
5. What materials should be used to make cleaning and maintaining of the bus as easy as possible?
6. How can the bus provide sufficient storage space for all the exhibitions and various field
activities while also accommodating staff and volunteers?
These questions were important during the design and construction phase of Nandini Service on Wheels.

2.2 Other Implementations
Although Nandini is one of the first implementations of a sanitation and health education bus that is
fully equipped with living facilities, it incorporates elements from similarly inspired vehicles and
programs. One project closely associated with the Nandini project, was the Center for Environmental
Education’s (CEE) mobile bus that travels around Gujarat facilitating environmental protection
education programs in schools.
The CEE mobile bus features a simple, yet effective, presentation format of interactive education
modules on environmental protection. However, this exhibition was not without its limitations. Its
attachment to the exterior of the bus limited the locations in which they could run their programs, as the
exhibition could only be presented where the bus was present. Therefore, in order to make the Nandini
intervention more accessible, the sanitation, health, and water exhibition was designed unattached to
another structure, allowing greater mobility. Nandini’s sanitation and health exhibition programs have
been conducted in schools, village centers, and many other areas which Nandini could not access.
Another program that provided input into the Nandini project design was an advertising company that
specializes in product advertising, through rich media presentations, in rural communities. This
10
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company travels to rural villages and conducts presentations, speeches, and videos of various products
that they are hired to market. The owner of the company provided significant input on how to effectively
setup the Nandini media and public address system, while taking into account the difficult
environmental conditions. For example, dust and unpaved roads could dislodge and ruin unprotected
projector and/or speaker systems. Also, the advertising company staff gave recommendations on
effective communication practices to capture audience attention, recommendations that helped to shape
some of the Nandini’s presentations and exhibitions.
A final, informal visit in Ahmedabad also proved to be very educational. Torrent Power, a large power
company in the city, processes electricity bills for Ahmedabad residents when visiting local housing
communities in their payment processing bus. This convenience encourages timely payment of power
bills, while also saving Torrent customers significant time. Torrent Power customers can submit
payments directly to the staff members in the bus who then electronically register these bill payments.
This commercial bus implementation was an opportunity to evaluate a fully featured bus with computer
systems, battery operated lighting and power systems, and battery and charging capabilities – all critical
functionalities for the Nandini bus.
These visits assisted in better envisioning the overall design of the Nandini Service on Wheels bus, while
also seeking to best implement the objectives of the project and develop a cohesive vision for Nandini’s
village programs, presentations, and approach.

2.3 Interior Design
The interior of the bus has been designed for utility as opposed to for comfort, while maximizing the
amount of storage space that is available for equipment and materials that the Nandini staff uses during
rural programs and activities.
An in-built rear projection system ensures that movies and educational videos regarding health and
sanitation, or other important messages, can be shown from inside the bus but viewed outside on a large
projection screen. This setup also ensures that the projector does not get damaged or stolen during a
village visit. A 12-speaker audio system provides the audio for all media presentations including public
addresses and Gram Sabhas, or village gatherings. Four speakers (45 Watts) have been installed at the
top of the bus and can address audiences up to 300 people. Two 100-Watt speakers are connected
outside for larger gatherings. A wireless microphone also provides the flexibility to address the audience
from anywhere around the bus and is used for Gram Sabhas, street dramas, and audience interactions
and can be used by staff, volunteers, and the village community.
There are four beds inside for volunteers and staff as well as a small kitchen and bathroom. The
bathroom and toilet facilities are used when such facilities are not available anywhere. There is a water
tank on the roof of the bus, and a waste collection chamber below the bus. These facilities are primarily
provided for international volunteers and other guests who have an interest in learning first hand about
rural sanitation and health issues while having reservations about living conditions. During village visits,
11
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Nandini staff and volunteers often stay with local families to further develop close relationships with the
communities they are visiting and working with.

2.4 Challenges
Guiding the construction of the physical aspects of the bus was challenging. Two teams of contractors
were involved in the physical construction: the design team and the fabrication team. The design team
was headed by a National Institute of Design graduate. The design team would take ESI requirements,
developed through decades of experience in rural sanitation and health education, and implement them
through the lens of good design. The design team also had significant engineering experience with
building prototypes of their designs, but had limited experience with full end-to-end construction of
contracted projects. The fabrication team had decades of experience in building and constructing bus
bodies and interiors – specifically luxury bus lines that travelled the state and the country. Together, this
team was to utilize their individual core competencies while working together with the Environmental
Sanitation Institute. Unfortunately this partnership did not work nearly as perfectly as imagined.
The following list of challenges discusses some of the relationship conflicts encountered in managing
each participating body.
I.

Stakeholders
During the course of the construction of Nandini there were a number of different stakeholders that
were involved with varying degree of interests. The main stakeholders included ESI, the designers (a
National Institute of Design graduate) and engineers of the bus, and the fabricator of the bus. Each
had different roles to play, and ensuring that everyone was working together to resolve problems and
conflicts proved to be a challenge.
For example, one conflict arose regarding the exterior painting of the bus. The fabricator, who was
responsible for the painting, did a very poor job of leveling the body work and painting the color
evenly. Because the designer felt that the paint work was ruining the overall appearance of Nandini,
the entire paint work was redone. This involved removing all the paint and body leveling material,
and then repeating the job. Due to this rework, a conflict developed between the designer and the
fabricator over who was responsible for the lost of money as well as the quality of the work. It was
important to resolve this problem in an amicable manner to maintain a close working relationship
with both the parties and to ensure that further project delay did not occur. Eventually, the cost was
borne by each party, and the work was also completed with each party contributing labor.

II.

Good Design vs. Utility
A significant challenge throughout the design process was to ensure that decisions that were made
maintained design integrity and utility. Often implementations may be aesthetically good in design
but have limited usefulness in the field. This was a common conflict with the design team with
regards to various design decisions that they had made. For example, a projector box (a box which
would hold the projector during a movie or presentation) was not installed as it affected the straight
lines of the interior and would not look good on the inside. However, as the Nandini team began
12
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travelling to the villages, it became clear that a projector box would be required because the original
design was completely inadequate in the rural setting. Although good design is important, utility
always trumps design, especially in the case of Nandini. Other design decisions regarding the canopy
system had to be modified during the construction phase to incorporate the recommendations of
social workers with significant rural development experience.
III.

Time Management
One of the hardest challenges throughout the entire process of bus construction was time
management. Working in India project time lines and deadlines are often very flexible, especially in
the social development field. If a contractor estimates a week’s worth of time for completing a set of
tasks, it often results in delays up to a month. Becoming patient with the process is an important
learning experience but also learning to gently push contractors and staff, in an effective manner, to
deliver results is just as important.

2.5 Lessons Learned
The most important lesson that I learned while working on the Nandini project was the importance of
personal relationships within the professional space. When I first started this project, I made the
incorrect assumption that since ESI was paying for the services of the designer and the fabricator, our
relationships with those companies were purely professional. However, I quickly realized that
professional relationships have much less value than personal relationships, regardless if there is a
monetary transaction involved at the end of the project. As a result, I developed close friendships with
many of the staff at both the design studio and the fabricators studio. This proved to be invaluable in
completing the project when addressing issues that developed during the design and construction phases.
I also took advantage of these relationships for advice on other projects.

3.0 Phase 2: Designing of the Sanitation and Health Curriculum
The sanitation and health curriculum for the Nandini Service on Wheels bus is one of the most important
features of the entire program. As the primary exhibition, it is the anchor for all the other programs that
are run on the bus. The exhibition can be considered the table of contents for the multi-day day
programs that are held in rural communities. It describes the problems, current situation, and solutions to
various sanitation and health related issues including home, school, water, and public sanitation. All of
the activities that are facilitated during a village camp are intended to educate.
Developing the exhibition required months of planning and editing as the story of a rural family that
implements sanitary habits took shape. Data, concepts, and ideas from many different sources including
the World Health Organization, UNICEF, the Indian government, and many NGOs were collected, remastered, or provided inspiration for our own custom presentation. Through an iterative review process,
involving many drafts of the exhibition materials, exhibition designs were submitted to many social
workers, designers, and other individuals with field experience for their input and recommendations. A
National Institute of Design student provided custom hand-drawn images that have been developed
through a rigorous drafting process to ensure that they are culturally appropriate and accessible for a
rural audience. Many classic sanitation images, which have proven to be effective, were cleaned and re13
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colored to improve their effectiveness. Figure 1 is an original
World Bank image that our designer cleaned significantly and
added realistic coloring. The corresponding figure text describes
that 80% of diseases in rural villages are caused due to lack of
access to clean water and poor sanitation (as the picture shows).
The exhibition has been developed based off decade’s long
expertise of social workers in the field of health and sanitation
education. These individuals were very instrumental in developing
the text and language, for the sanitation and health curriculum,
localized for a rural audience.
Figure 1: Remastered World Bank
Image
The Nandini exhibition is a series of 51 panels that presents a
story of a rural family that practices unsanitary habits. The
images describe a father addicted to alcohol and tobacco causing health problems and domestic unrest.
The son and daughter have very bad hygiene habits. The mother does not keep a clean household. The
exhibition discusses many different topics from home and school sanitation to the threat of flies and
mosquitoes, interrelating the health problems that are
caused as a result. As the exhibition progresses, each
slide presents the problem, the cause, and the solution in
a systematic pattern. This gives the reader and presenter
a concrete set of next steps to resolve various issues
within a village. The exhibition has been designed to be
both self explanatory (hence self guided), but can also
be presented in a more thorough and interactive manner
by a Nandini staff member. This flexibility ensures that
if staff is not available to present the sanitation and
health exhibition, it can still personally motivate and
Figure 2: Unsanitary Rural Family
inspire rural audiences.

3.1 Audience
The audience for the exhibition varies from children to adults. Although, during various field visits, the
Nandini staff has found that children are more willing to listen and observe the exhibition/presentation,
some of the materials of the exhibition have been tailored for an older audience specifically regarding
toilet construction and other more technical pieces. Children also enjoy having a Nandini staff member
present in an interactive, dramatic, and story based manner, while young adults and adults in a village
prefer to tour the exhibition on their own, requesting staff assistance when they have questions.

3.2 Sanedo Animation
A sanedo is a very popular dance song in Gujarat that encourages the entire audience to participate in it
because it has no set dance steps. It’s a very lively, catchy, and recognizable tune that has been given
many different wordings throughout the state based upon the festival or occasion. Because of its
14
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popularity and fun, the Nandini staff has developed a sanedo on sanitation and health topics that
describes the transformation of the Nandini ideal, clean family that appears in the exhibition. Along with
the song, a designer has developed a hand drawn animation film that
gives life to the Nandini rural family and uses humor to educate. During
evening Gram Sabhas, the sanedo captures the attention or and invites
the entire village to attend the evening activities and programs.

3.3 Spirituality in the Curriculum
Spirituality is an important part of life in rural communities regardless of
the predominant religion. As a result, it was important to include a
spiritual component in the exhibitions. Messages of sanitation, clean
water, and protecting natural resources, intertwined with a spiritual
component are very effective. Also the exhibition makes a direct
correlation between a place of worship (i.e. mosque or temple) and a Figure 3: Ideal, Sanitary Rural
Family
school. A school is a temple for learning, and must be kept as clean and
sanitary as a temple. A few posters of the exhibition also discuss the importance of accepting other
religions within ones community, without discrimination.

3.4 Feedback
The Nandini staff has received excellent feedback regarding the sanitation and health exhibition. Many
village leaders and school teachers have expressed interest in having a copy of their own for their village
or school so that they can hold similar exhibition programs in their community on a regular basis.
Because the exhibition copy is currently only available in digital form, Nandini staff members are trying
to determine the best way to make this exhibition accessible for the rural communities that request them
but do not have the computer facilities necessary to view the exhibition.

4.0 Phase 3: Participation of Staff and Volunteers
4.1 Sustainability
Having a well trained, enthusiastic, and determined staff is critical for project sustainability. My last two
months of the Indicorps Fellowship focused on hiring and developing staff members for the Nandini
project to ensure the longevity and lasting impact of Nandini Service on Wheels.

4.2 Staff Selection
Keeping in mind the different programs and activities that are conducted with Nandini, staff were
selected and hired accordingly for this project. Staff would need to be very energetic, and comfortable in
speaking to large audiences. They should have experience in the rural development space as well as
experience with running camps and other social programs. These staff members should have leadership
potential and be constantly looking for personal development opportunities.
Based off of these requirements two staff members were selected and hired for this project. One staff
member had excellent experience in participating in and organizing India’s National Service camps. He
also had a lot of experience with street plays and impromptu dramatic acts for the purpose of educating
15
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audiences on proper disposal of trash and addiction issues. Another staff member, with a Masters in
Social Work (MSW), has a lot of experience with coordinating programs in rural communities and
working with a variety of issues including sanitation and health education. These staff members
complement each other, making up for skills which the other needs to further develop.
Salary has also been an important concern in this project. All our funding is through donations as the
Nandini project does not have any source of revenue from the government or any other organization. As
a result, Nandini’s salary levels are not market competitive. However, the reason why the Nandini
project attracts top MSW candidates is because of the different opportunities for personal and social
development that this project presents. This has been a selling point for all the various candidates that
were interviewed.

4.3 Staff Training
Prior to hiring new staff, they are first encouraged to visit ESI, participate in one of Nandini’s village
camps, and volunteer for a short period of time in the organization. This gives ESI and Nandini staff the
opportunity to see how comfortable prospective candidates become with the project and staff, and a
sense of their work ethic and working style. Prospective candidates are also asked to volunteer some of
their time first so that they can truly understand the project and the challenges that they would face as
staff before making a final decision.
The initial training that new staff members receive is regarding sanitation, health, and water. They also
get an understanding of these issues not only in the rural context, but also the urban context through
hands-on projects in local slum communities in Ahmedabad. Understanding the importance of sanitation
as a national and global crisis is also important. New staff members are also trained on the operational
and administrative setup of ESI.

4.4 Roles and Responsibilities
Identifying specific roles for staff ensures individual task responsibility and reduces any uncertainty or
potential problems in future program iterations. One main concern with setting strict roles is the
development of silos in a project. One team member, in charge of village pre-visits, may not clearly
communicate issues to another team member who is in charge of physical modifications to Nandini.
Clear communication between all the team members must ensure that everyone is aware of the work that
has been completed, is presently in progress, and will be conducted in the future. Clear communication
is achieved through weekly meetings to discuss progress, problems, and potential setbacks. When in the
field, the Nandini staff meets every morning to discuss the day’s program and each staff member’s
responsibilities.

4.5 Caste System Urban vs. Rural Communities
One important staff training piece involved educating new staff on the difference in caste issues in rural
and urban settings. Staff members, who may not have faced overt caste discrimination in an urban
setting, are more likely to overtly see these issues in families and communities that the Nandini team
visits in rural settings. This discrimination can manifest in different ways. For example, only certain
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staff members may be invited for dinner or entrance into homes. The Nandini team does not promote
such discrimination and refuses to participate with families that do, but it is important to mentally
prepare staff and train them to address these issues in a productive manner.

4.6 Volunteers
Volunteers are an important part of the Nandini project. Without volunteers who travel and stay with us
during a village camp, many activities and programs such as Gram Safai, or village cleaning, or
children’s activities would be difficult to organize or not as effective. Safai, or cleaning, of a village is
more effective with more volunteers. Nandini is also an opportunity for volunteers to experience rural
life and truly understand, from a first hand perspective, the issues of rural health and sanitation. These
experiences are much more valuable and the relationships that the volunteers develop with the
community are priceless. International volunteers are also very welcome, and Nandini gives them the
chance to see the true colors of India, outside of the urban perspective.
However, it is very important to ensure that volunteers are prepared for the conditions of a rural village
and are aware of the social appropriateness of their actions, dress, etc. Be it volunteers or staff, everyone
visiting a village with Nandini is a representative of her own and the ESI organization, as a result we
have very strict guidelines. During one village stay, a volunteer chose to wear shorts and t-shirts during
his entire stay and was often the cause of distraction during our programs with children because local
custom dictated that adults do not dress in short pants publicly. Photography is also something that the
Nandini staff is careful about. Although it is important to document the work and progress of Nandini
and her staff, staff and volunteers need to be careful that the village camps do not become tourist
vacations for volunteers (e.g. voluntourism). This is an important balance that must be struck when
working with volunteers for Nandini. Therefore, prior to going to a rural area, the Nandini staff leads
the volunteers in one day orientation where all these issues and policies are discussed.
There are also currently a number of important leads and opportunities related to volunteering that will
be followed up by Nandini staff. This includes working with the Water and Sanitation Management
Office (WASMO) and local hospitals as potential partner organizations that are interested in sending
volunteers out to rural communities with Nandini. This would be a great opportunity for Nandini to
utilize WASMO expertise as well as the expertise of trainee medical doctors during a village medical
camp.

5.0 Phase 4: The Village Program
Nandini visits a given village for multiple days and holds a variety of programs on each of those days. A
multi-day program is developed for every village visit based upon the results of the village pre-survey.
This evolving and flexible program is able to best address the problems of a given village while also
taking advantage of the strengths of the staff members and volunteers that are accompanying Nandini
during a particular visit.
Although having a well-defined program is important, ensuring that the program is flexible is critical.
During rural visits, new visitors, new activity ideas, or even weather conditions can change the best laid
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plans. In anticipation, the Nandini staff ensures that backup activities and sessions are planned. Every
village scenario is different depending upon village needs and wants. This must be carefully reflected in
the programs that are conducted.
Certain programs, such a Gram Sabha or Gram Safai will be common across most village camps, but
other more specific programs with regards to sanitation, health, and water must be conducted based
upon the needs of the community. Individual communities may understand the need for sanitation
facilities, but have little to no knowledge of how to request government assistance. Other communities
may have total sanitation coverage, but have problems with regards to alcohol addiction or other health
crises.
For every village camp that the Nandini staff conducts, the program is modified based upon a number of
different village characteristics. These village characteristics are identified through a village pre-visit
survey, conducted by the Nandini staff. A sample set of questions asked in the survey can be found in
Appendix B.
•
•
•
•

Village demographics (number of homes, population, caste breakdown, men/women/children)
Number of schools (primary schools, high schools)
Village issues (high addiction rates, sanitation problems, health issues, etc.)
Village infrastructure

5.1 Village Demographics
Understanding the target audience is an obvious, but a key study that needs to be conducted prior to
visiting any village. From a pure organizational standpoint, a large village population will mean that
programs will need to be conducted to allow for large attendances. This means that site selection for
Nandini or other social programs is critical to accommodate all the curious community members who
will visit Nandini and attend our various programs. Understanding the social relationships in a village is
also very important. In every village there is a neglected community that is poorer and of lower social
standing than the rest of the community. Ensuring that Nandini’s programs and relationships incorporate
their participation is critical.
The activities and types of programs also depend
upon the number of village residents. Large villages
will require programs and activities that are tailored
for large audiences and visitors, which include Gram
Sabhas, videos on sanitation and health, and drama
programs on health, sanitation, and other topics.
Please read further for a more detailed discussion on
these programs.

5.2 Number of Schools
Many activities, programs, and exhibitions conducted
are with primary, middle, and high school students.

Figure 4: Rural School Children Visiting Nandini
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They are most inclined to adopt new practices especially with regards to sanitation, and then influence
their parents to change their own habits. As a result, identifying the number of schools, the types of
schools, and the number of children is a very important part of the pre-planning process prior to visiting
a given village. Please read further for the various children programs that the Nandini team facilitates
during a village camp.

5.3 Village Issues
During a village pre-visit, the Nandini team, in talking with village leaders, families, and house-to-house
visits, gets a basic understanding for the major problems and issues in a given village. Certain villages
may have serious tobacco or alcohol addiction problems, while other villages might have issues with
sanitation and solid waste disposal. Identifying these individual issues is critical to modifying Nandini’s
presentation to best suit the needs of a specific village community.

5.4 Village Infrastructure
Lastly, understanding the village infrastructure is very important prior to a visit by Nandini. Information
about roads, electricity, public water, and public offices is collected by staff before a village camp. This
research not only lets the Nandini staff know the rural situation to inform the Nandini programs, but to
also provide an idea of the total development that has taken place in the rural community so far. This
data is captured and archived with ESI for use on other projects and as a baseline metric to evaluate
future infrastructure development.
There are a number of different village programs that the Nandini Service on Wheels team conducts
during a village camp. The following activity descriptions highlight a few of the programs.

5.5 Prabhat Pheri
Prabhat pheri, or the morning walk, is a tradition that is found in Gujarati villages throughout the state.
There is usually a dedicated individual who conducts the morning walk, around 5:30AM to 6:00AM,
singing religious songs and chants as he walks through the entire village. It is common to donate a small
amount of grain to the man who then takes all the village donations and feed the local animals and birds.
Becoming part of the prabhat pheri is a very important way to establish first impressions with the
village. Waking up early and participating in the spiritual walk gives the Nandini staff an opportunity to
tour the village when it is quiet and without distractions. Often ideas for sanitation or service projects
come out of this walk as staff members see parts of the village that they may not have seen before. This
is also a great opportunity to meet and greet residents throughout the village.

5.6 Gram Safai
Gram Safai is a program that the Nandini staff holds to encourage villagers to get involved in
maintaining the cleanliness and sanitation of their village. This program is often held on the last day of
the village visit, after the staff has had a few days to develop relationships and also to set an example for
the village community. Safai is an important element of the daily schedule and the Nandini staff spends
at least one or two hours in the morning and also in the afternoon dedicated to cleaning. This highlights
the problems of sanitation in a village by showing them that if volunteers from outside can come and
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clean their village, then why cannot they maintain their own community. Community members often got
involved with these safai programs, and children and young adults often displayed the most enthusiasm.
Prior to starting a Gram Safai, the Nandini staff holds a small parade/procession through the village
gathering children and villagers shouting slogans on sanitation and health.

5.7 Medical Camp
During a village stay, a medical camp is facilitated on one of the days. This is an opportunity for a
doctor, from a respected health center in a nearby city, to come and volunteer a few hours of his or her
time diagnosing patients and prescribing any necessary medication. Although the medical camp is
particularly targeted towards patients with emergencies, existing conditions, or the elderly, often many
residents with simple aches visit the doctor. One important lesson learned is that patients will often feel
that they have not been properly diagnosed by a doctor unless they are prescribed medication – even if
the medication is only a pain reliever. Many of these patients suffer from premature arthritis due to
untreated drinking water sources. In one village visit, nearly 90% of the patients that a doctor treated had
significant pains in their joints and back from arthritic conditions caused by poor access to clean and
safe water.

5.8 Grain Donation Program
One small experiment conducted during village camps involves collecting a handful of grain, rice, or dal
(lentils) from every able family in a village and then on the last day, in a small ceremony, donate all the
collected food to needy families of the community. Nandini has special storage bins that are dedicated to
this cause. During the first few days of a Nandini village program, the staff asks the children of the
village to bring a fistful of food to donate. This helps to teach them the value of helping others in need,
while also showing them how working together can result in amazing results. On an average, the total
collected donation amounts to 100 kilograms, enough to feed a needy family for months. The
community donation program also builds relationships between the village wealthy and the needy
communities.

5.9 Milk Donation Program
In most villages, there are cooperative dairy societies
that have been established to collect and dispense
milk to villagers. These cooperatives, owned by
buffalo/cow owners, provide these owners with a
constant market for their milk and hence a steady and
dependable source of income. Every morning and
evening, buffalo owners go to the cooperative to
delivery the milk produced by their buffalo(s) and
receive monetary compensation. Every morning, to
determine the value of the milk, a small 25 milliliter
sample is taken to measure the fat content and then
given to the society for operating costs and salaries to
run the society. In conjunction with this process, the

Figure 5: Woman Milking Her Buffalo to Sell to the
Local Cooperative
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Nandini staff introduced the concept of donating another 25mL sample to the children of the village.
This amount is almost trivial for a single household, but when accumulated through the donations of the
entire community, it often results in a few liters of milk for the primary school children of the village.
This act of kindness not only encourages community responsibility, but also improves the nutrition for
the village children, especially those who come from families that do not own a buffalo or cow. This
program has been a large success, and many enthusiastic buffalo owners donate much more than the
prescribed amount.

5.10 Village Connectivity
Many of the service projects and donation projects are designed to build connectivity, friendships, and
relationships within the village and to develop a sense of responsibility for the poor and underserved of
the community. The Nandini staff places an emphasis on building this connectivity between villages. In
rural settings there is a lot of pride and ownership about one’s own village, but less enthusiasm about
improving the lives and situation of ones nearby. As a result, staff has introduced a few activities where
they invite young adults of a neighboring village, one which Nandini has already visited and developed
some connections, to come to the current village camp. Building these relationships between these
communities is one the main goals of the Nandini Service on Wheels project.

5.11 Tree Plantation Program
The tree plantation program is an important component of the Nandini bus program run in villages in
Gujarat. It is a program that brings together government officials, guests, village leaders, and the general
community together not only to plant trees for ecological improvement, but also to discuss problems that
the village is facing and bring these issues to the forefront of discussion. Trees which provide life, shade,
fruit, and beauty to any place while asking for very little in return, symbolize many of the values of the
Nandini program. The tree plantation program also provides an opportunity for the community to get
together and make a tangible difference.
The plantation program usually begins with a large
village gathering of the village community, guests, and
village leaders. Here the guests discuss various social
programs and social issues, their ideas, and their thoughts
on village issues. Speakers are often very well known
personalities and leaders of that area. In one village
program the speakers that were invited and attended the
tree plantation program included the Patan district
collector, Pradeepbhai, the chairman of Doodsagar
Dairy, Vipulbhai, and many other dignitaries. Each
speaker gave his blessings to the Nandini mission. This
Figure 6: Children Watering Newly Planted
event is an opportunity to bring together government
Trees
officials and village members in one space to encourage discussion and share experiences. Bringing
connectivity between grassroots and administrative professionals is a key goal of the tree plantation
program.
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After the village meeting, the tree planting begins. All of the guests and community members come
together to plant and water the different tree saplings. During the plantation, the Nandini staff passes
around a small donation box to collect money for the protection and maintenance of the plantation. Total
village donations usually total up to Rs.4,000-Rs.5000. This donation is used to pay the salary of a local
resident who will not only take care of the trees, but also ensure that the surrounding areas remain clean
and sanitary. The Nandini staff also encourages young adults, yuva, of the village to make it their
responsibility to maintain the sanitation and health of the plantation and surrounding areas of the village.
Seeing this proactive civic engagement with their own village is an encouraging sign for the future of
each community.

5.12 Video Interview
A very interesting activity that was started by a group of Nandini volunteers, college students from the
United States, involved conducting interviews with children in a village and asking them a series of
questions regarding what they like and dislike about the village. Their answers were captured on the
Nandini video camera, and then all the disparate videos edited together to make a compelling video
presentation. In one village camp, the Nandini staff and volunteers presented this video in a Gram
Sabha, to amazing effect. The village’s own youth were talking about the insanitary conditions and
addiction problems of the village. The effect upon the community was amazing and it has continued to
resonate with the community long after Nandini and its staff left.

5.13 Village Feedback
The feedback that the Nandini team has received from the village visits has been overwhelming. During
a village visit, the Nandini staff visits a number of different homes in the community throughout the
village camp to gauge the interest of villagers, to understand their concerns and attempt to alleviate
them, and also to better educate them on our purpose and mission. These visits are important not only
for cultivating new relationships, but also provide the staff and volunteers with inspiration and first-hand
knowledge about the community.

5.14 Village Revisit
Although the Nandini project is still in its early stages of village camps, the intention is to revisit a
village within 6 months of having conducted a camp there. This is an opportunity to see how well they
have implemented some of our ideas and experiments, while also an opportunity to see if they have
improved the overall sanitation and health levels of the village. If the Nandini team is conducting a
village camp near an already visited village, then they often take the time to visit that village for a quick
check on how things are going. This helps the staff understand the effectiveness of Nandini’s programs
so that opportunities for improvement are readily identified.

6.0 Conclusion
The Nandini project will evolve as the project staff and volunteers continue to make contributions in
shaping the future of its activities, programs, exhibition, and the bus itself. This project has unlimited
potential, and incredible flexibility in programs and experiments that can be conducted in rural
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communities. I am truly excited to see this project continue forward to improve the sanitation and lives
of thousands of Gujarati residents.
The state government has expressed interest in funding and developing similar mobile educational
implementations in the future given the success of the Nandini project. If the project and our work can
inspire volunteers, staff, and the government, in the work of sanitation, health, and social service, not
only will the villages of Gujarat benefit, but volunteers and staff will also gain experiences that will
impact their own lives and encourage them to become change makers within their own community.
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Appendix A
About Safai Vidhyalaya/Environmental Sanitation Institute
Vision
The Safai Vidyalaya (Environmental Sanitation Institute) visualizes India
free from practice of open defecation and eradication of inhuman practice
of scavenging night soil by hands, thus providing quality of life to rural
people and the urban poor.
Ishwarbhai Patel
Environmental Sanitation Institute
Sughad, Near Narmada Main Canal, Ta./Dist. Gandhinagar
Gujarat 382 424, India
Telephone: 079-23276127
Email: esi.sughad@gmail.com
Mission
 Upliftment of down trodden people especially sweepers and scavengers.
 Improvement in Environmental Sanitation & Prevention of Pollution.
 Upgradation of rural and urban health and sanitation through community participation.
Concept & Approaches of the Institute
 Motivation and demonstration of appropriate action oriented sanitation technology for the
developing countries.
 Development of human resources for popularization, acceptance and implementation of low cost
sanitation and water programmes in a holistic approach by proper IEC campaign.
 Creating and encouraging voluntary agencies for integrated preventive health practices.
 Catalyzing associations, agencies and other non-govt. organizations connected with concepts,
concerns and convictions on low cost sanitation technologies.
 Helping govt. semi govt. and international organizations in implementation of CRSP, MNP,
Urban sanitation programme, School sanitation programme & Total Sanitation Campaign
Programme, etc.
 Networking with national and international agencies for effective implementation of sanitation
programmes.
 Creating socio-cultural revolution in sanitation services leading to better quality of life.
 Survey and research in water supply, sanitation and health.
 Producing literature, audio, audio-video cassettes and telefilms on low cost sanitation and related
subjects for mass communication.
The institution was established in the year 1963 by All India Harijan Sevak Sangh at the instance of
Prof. Malkani Committees Report of 1953 to fulfill the aims and objectives underlined by vision,
mission and concept mentioned above under the tutelage of Padmashri Ishwarbhai Patel. The
orientation and training programmes undertaken by this institute in low cost sanitation are multi layered
programmes catering to the needs of rural masses, slum dwellers and peri-urban economically weaker
communities and aiming to train masons, sanitary workers, sanitary inspectors, overseers, engineers,
motivators, social workers, representatives of NGOs, policy makers, students of engineering, medical
and nursing institutes, NSS students, lecturers of engineering colleges and polytechnics, staff of PRIs,
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members of self help groups, etc. with the help of national and international funding agencies viz.
Ministry of Rural Development, Govt. of India, Govt. of Gujarat, Gujarat Water Supply & Sewerage
Board, WHO, UNDP, UNICEF, Royal Dutch Govt., etc. It is carrying out activities in urban and rural
areas for the improvement in health, sanitation and environment with the help of NGOs and grass root
level institutions obtaining peoples participation.
The institution has an ever growing unique toilet park-cum museum in the premises aimed at rapid
demonstration and dissemination of non conventional appropriate sanitation technologies with miniature
models, pilot plants, gadgets, prototypes, posters and charts.























Training/Awareness Courses & Camps (1963 – 2006)
Cadre
Camps/Courses Day
Trainees
Training camps
--2,092
Training of engineers in 15 states
--102
Engineers, CDPOs
137
3
6,918
Supervisors, Teachers, Masons
Motivators, Workers, and
NGO Representatives
137
3
7,646
Village Patwaris, Mahila Mandals,
Youth Clubs & Health Staff
-1-3
66,702
Engineers training through WHO
48
7
720
Sarpanches, Talatis
-½
2,518
Polytechnic Students
-½
1,487
Sanitary Inspectors
-½
5,020
M.S.W. Students
-½
1,068
NGOs
15
6
300
N.S.S., Nursing, College, Medical,
--7,558
School & Architecture Students
IAS Officers, DDOs, TDOs
--865
Indian Training Network
Programme of Govt. of India
147
1-6
3,769
Officers of Total Sanitation
Campaign projects of different
24
5
489
Indian states
Taluka Level Officers/PRI Office Bearers 04
3
63
Engineers of DPEP
09
3
232
Field Workers of WASMO, Gujarat
04
5
127
Teachers of DPEP
14
3
361
TSC Sarpanches
18
1
576
ICDS – Health & Anganwadi workers
03
3
132
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Appendix B
Village Survey Data Collection
Sample Questions
Village name, taluka, district, total population
Name and address of Serpanch
Name and address of Talati
Caste division (number of homes, area, population)
Sex division (women, men, children)
Elder/respected individuals in village
Overall village education levels
Post graduation
Graduation
Up to 12th standard
Up to 10th standard
Special qualifications (diploma, teacher’s training, BPED)
Village educational infrastructure profile
Anganwadi
Name of anganwadi teachers
Total children attending anganwadi
Primary school information
Teacher profile (men, women)
Total number of students, classes, vacant posts
Sanitation conditions in school
A high school profile is also taken if a secondary school is there
Village Health facilities
Location of health center for treatment
Distance from village
Doctor information (availability, education)
Drinking water facilities, electricity facility, road infrastructure, post office (yes/no), bank (yes/no),
animal hospital (yes/no), government subsidized store (yes/no), public buildings
Village professions and employment rates and information
Dirty water disposal systems. Rain water disposal systems
Trash landfill availability and location of it.
Overall sanitation coverage in homes and public places
Public toilets and condition
Working groups? Women’s groups? Youth groups? Volunteering organizations?
Budget and savings groups? Self help groups?
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Milk cooperative society? Private dairy?
What times of projects does the village feel are necessary today and that they feel the village is
lacking?
What are the different types of animals in the village?
Cow, buffalo, ox, camel, sheep, goat, donkey
Villager’s daily schedule and timings
Wake up, lunch, go to farm, afternoon rest, evening, dinner, sleeping?
Drawn Village map
An informal village map helps to identify the basic geographic condition of the village, access to
lakes and rivers, as well as systematically pinpoint problems areas and insanitary conditions that
could potentially be service projects for Nandini.
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Appendix C
Pictures of Nandini
The following are a few pictures of the interior and exterior of Nandini and some village camps that
we have conducted. Please contact the Environmental Sanitation Institute, or the author of this paper,
for additional images.

Nandini Staff Visiting a Rural School

Nandini Staff Conducting a Children’s Program

Nandini Canopy System Providing Shade

Nandini's Interior Architecture
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Village Women Listening to a Presentation,
Surrounded by the Nandini Sanitation and Health
Exhibition

Nandini's Educational Exterior Design Elements
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